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A paean to every “weary beasty” “clowned in form’s decree” (33), Penny Marvel & the book of the city of 
selfys persists beyond the book as a more expanded, multimedia, project at 
https://pennymarvel.tumblr.com/. Among other things, the Tumblr site contains a great deal of the 
essays, articles and, perhaps most important, the paintings, sculptures, and illustrations that inspired 
many of these mostly brief, dense, surreal lyrics. Gamers and Marvel fans will recognize Penny as one of 
the characters from the various Marvel enterprises. Inspired in particular by Christine Barrely’s popular 
The Little Book of Mary, C.S. Lewis’ Chronicles of Narnia and Native American artists (in particular 
Cherokee), Penny Marvel & the book of the city of selfys is a celebration of feminine—not necessarily 
female—power manifesting itself in religious and aesthetic spheres. Penny herself is part of the 
pantheon of human and nonhuman females who embody power—spiritual and physical—equal, and, 
in many instances, superior, to their patriarchal counterparts. Treadwell’s restoration and reclamation 
of women within mythic, religious and aesthetic traditions entails rewriting monuments like Milton’s 
“Il Penseroso” (with the feminine penserosa) where she avers that “we are each the source/of our own 
novitiate.” As the shift from penseroso to penserosa indicates, the “we” is both gender-specific (every 
contemplative “Woman By The Sea” is, sub rosa, “lady-like/and bratty” (89)) and gender-neutral since 
men and women, boys and girls, and all those neither one nor the other, find themselves “wearing our 
fathers faces/clothed in our mothers gowns of flesh.” (35) And though tradition plays an important role 
in Penny Marvel, the absence of apostrophes after fathers and mothers in the above quotation 
emphasizes the distance between all authority figures and their charges, from the obligations of family 
ties to the burdens of the histories we inherit.  

Divided into eight books, Penny Marvel thematizes both the recovery of marginal (e.g., Marian) 
histories as well as liberation from the historical per se since history is the temporal equivalent of 
syncretism, the synthesis of differences into identity. Treadwell treats this problem (how to valorize the 
marginal and marginality without a simple reversal of hierarchies or selfsame reductionism) explicitly in 
poems like “Aphrodite, or selfy as the sound of Venus.”  The incomplete absorption of orality into 
textuality is here “equivalent” to the inadequate repurposing of Greek culture (Aphrodite) by the 
Romans (Venus). The human propensity for suturing differences, “Remembrances and membranes,” is 
thus the matrix of “all the pretty selfys of the sea,” (21) a statement which captures the irony of, or 
tension within, a teeming community of self-regarding individuals.1 Of course, one of the ways that 
human cultures have attempted to lessen this tension, to de-ironize communities of sovereign 

                                                 
1 I am reminded of M. NourbeSe Phillips’s attempt, in a completely different register, to rename the lost names of 
the drowned slaves in Zong!  
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individuals, is to reduce or bracket the sovereignty of differences.2 For Treadwell the sea serves as a 
prominent image for these dialectics. The sea, source of life and stereotype for freedom, is where we, like 
clouds, “unhook [our]selves/ & head home.” (108) 

Given her interest in the “place” of the feminine within religious discourse and iconography, it is hardly 
surprising that Treadwell is attracted to images and paintings of pensive women staring out to sea, 
women by the sea, women from the sea, all of which, historically, are associated with the amniotic. 
Penny Marvel & the book of the city of selfys is saturated with invocations of the sea.  “Book 
Two/Solarpunk/or selfy as the final burden of/consciousness wrecked by sea-wave,” for example, is a 
brief compendium of Greek, Roman and Christian goddesses and female icons, from Leda and 
Andromeda to Mary Magdalen and Mina Loy, culminating in “the book of the city of selfys.” This 
poem begins by reversing the hair-splitting responsibilities of the proto-typical Christian, to be “in” but 
not “of,” the world: “Oh in and of the dark, song-mother….” The universality of patriarchal taboos 
against the feminine, signaled in the disjunctive “but” that separates figure and ground, women and 
men, is figured in this poem as “each shoreline/its shell-gate.” (39) But as Treadwell points out, the 
shore that separates also unites sea and land. 

What, then, of this second half of the book’s title, the book of the city of selfys? Treadwell’s premodern 
spelling returns us to a world in which community, however problematic, was privileged over and above 
the individual which, in this context, can be understood as the suppression of antinomian tendencies. 
Nonetheless, Treadwell’s selfys, her brief lyrics, attempt to capture the fleeting joys and sorrows, 
disappointments and possibilities, of children in general, girls in particular, largely absent of self-
consciousness. On the other hand, the artist, celebrated in “Book Five/Manual of devotions,” is 
precisely the incarnation of self-conscious idiosyncrasy, at least within the standard myths of the West. 
This may be why Treadwell is interested in those artists, within and outside the canons of Western 
culture, who turn to the other, however defined. This risk—the stereotype of exoticism is always near—
is worth the chance to access new ways of understanding the world. In Penny Marvel Treadwell 
succeeds. Unlike the self-absorption implicit in every digital selfie, a Treadwell’s selfy is oriented toward 
others; not a trace of self-consciousness mars these seemingly spontaneous bursts of alterity. For these 
reasons it’s hard to avoid the sense that the ideal audience for these poems is one of young children even 
though the allusions and references, as noted above, are often marginal and obscure vis-à-vis hegemonic 
curricula. But I bring up children here because of another feature of the book: Treadwell’s repeating not 
just individual words like “sea” but entire phrases whose chordal-esque structures suggest songs. For 
example, the phrases “in the hand-sewn/ in the hand-carved light” anchors the poem “Christine & 
Justice” and initiates the second stanza of “Penserosa: a novitiate.” In this regard the most jubilant song 

                                                 
2 Treadwell is not blind to the fact that this abstraction of potentially irreconcilable differences, teeming individuals, 
is a mere kick of the can down the street, an indefinite deferment of latent conflict. 



lyric is “lake-song for Holly” where not only lines or phrase but an entire stanza is repeated back-to-
back, the stanza itself cradling a back-to-back phrase: 

 

for we are made 

of dark & salt 

of waterlight 

of care of care 

of care 

 

for we are made 

of dark & salt 

of waterlight 

of care of care 

of care  

            (49) 

In other words, Penny Marvel & the book of the city of selfys is a book of lyrics to be sung to made-up 
music, just the way children, and especially infants, do, “singing” before they ever learn to speak. 
However old or young we may be, Penny Marvel & the book of the city of selfys invites us all to recover 
our capacity for unself-conscious child-like wonder. 

 

                                                                                                                      Tyrone Williams 


